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Roomzzz
Case Study

Winning back margin 
+ managing a 
complex estate.

Roomzzz is an expanding collection of 
aparthotels in city locations across the UK. 
An exciting and dynamic brand; their award-
winning studios and suites offer flexible spaces 
for families, couples and corporate travellers 
alike. It’s like having your own stylish apartment 
in the heart of the city, but with someone else 
to tidy up and bring you fluffy towels! Perfect!

As an aparthotel group, Roomzzz is not a 
typical hotelier. Their room types can vary 
considerably from location to location, with 
some of their more unique locations having up 
to 13 room type configurations. As such, there 
was a real challenge behind the scenes in

managing how to sell effectively via their own 
direct website. A lack of integrations meant 
there were often highly manual processes and 
workarounds operating behind the scenes, 
which translated into a disjointed online 
experience for their customers.

As city centre locations, the combination 
of high OTA commissions coupled with 
extra discounts to participate in marketing 
programmes, promising (but rarely delivering) 
to increase their profile in search results, 
meant huge erosion of margin for Roomzzz.

The Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent 
blanket OTA booking cancellations was the 
final straw. It was time to be brave and make 
some changes.

Introducing Roomzzz Aparthotels

The Challenge
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To take back control of their future online 
business mix, Roomzzz partnered with 
allora.ai to reimagine their website booking 
experience and maximise their direct business 
opportunities – particularly long-stay business 
– displacing the expensive OTA business that 
was filling their peak times.

• allora.ai provided them with the flexibility they needed  
 to sell their studios and suites effectively online

• Roomzzz also launched Perkzzz, their loyalty 
 programme. allora.ai integrated with Roomzzz 
 nominated CRM platform to create a highly 
 customised booking journey 

• A clear dashboard helps to identify trends in bookings, 
 support marketing programs, offer relevant add-  
 ons and upsells with more to come. It also helps to   
 dramatically reduce cancellations by building strong  
 customer relationships and loyalty

• Roomzzz are now a truly guest obsessed business in   
 the driving seat and in control of their online channel 
 mix. Rather than a faceless booking from an OTA, 
 paid for with a high margin on popular nights, 
 they are delivering their best rates to ideal, long stay 
 customers who are more loyal and profitable. 

• From a staggering 50-60% pre-pandemic, Roomzzz   
 have completely turned their business around and 
 now drive just 10% of their total online business 
 through OTA’s. 

• Coming out of the pandemic stronger than ever, 
 Roomzzz now welcome around 1000 new members a 
 month to the Perkzzz loyalty scheme.

• Roomzzz have been able to increase repeat bookings 
 from their loyal customers, and work with other 
 agents who better understand their business. 

The Solution The Results

60% 70%
Roomzzz relied too 
heavily on OTA’s 
who dominated 50–
60% of their online 
business mix

Sign-ups dirven 
through alloria.ai 
integration.

 “Allora.ai has given us back control. it’s made 
us more profitable and helped us strategically 
develop our business through an exceptionally 
challenging time for the hospitality industry.” 

Victoria Curley 
Group Revenue & Distribution 
Manager at Roomzzz
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Discover the world’s leading intelligent  
& automated hotel technology platform

shrgroup.com     |     info@shrgroup.com  

Headquarters - Houston: +1 800 252 0522 
Limerick - Ireland: +353 (0)61 335 680 

Barcelona – Spain: +34 93 522 28 84
Find out more about SHRGroup’s products & services at                    .com

Find out more about our integrated and automated tool suite at

allora Internet Booking Engine

Unleash the full potential of your most lucrative channel: 
your personal booking engine.

Internet Your personal booking engine is an invaluable 
asset that can significantly boost your business’s 
profitability. By utilizing this powerful tool, you have the 
ability to maximize your revenue and take control of your 
bookings like never before.
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